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OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCEINCREMENTS
OPl's Creating Controversy or Divisiveness?
Preface to Page One
There

has heen much

OUTSTANDING

concern

expressed

PERFORMANCF

a hour

1he

INCREMENTS.

negotiations
it is determined
awarded for 1ha1 year.

It 11
1hrough a feller ro
·as/irs1 hro11ght lo our al/ention
1
he Fditor
from
the Depanment
o( Economics
and
\fanagemcnt.
f)11h/ishcd in the iss1;e of Fehnrnn·
8.
/ 1177
•

'I
I

what amounts

Steps Explained

will be

The award is supposed lo be a bonus given to
iacuhy members who have registered an "outstanding
performance".
Under the present system, the criteria
for selection appears to be vague, if in fact criteria
may amount to SI 50 to
/\!111 h of the inue had heen "fu:-.:-.1•··to us here at exists at all. The increment
on the figure stipulated
by the
Anchor.
and so we decided. for the henejit of aff our S200, depending
readers
to 11resent this ma lier in a (orm that could he contract that year. It is possible for people to receive
easily 1111derstooc/.
•
one OPI every year they teach at RIC. This year, of
100 received increments, each
In this is.111e two of Anchor\
News Sta/(. S1e1·e 360 iacult)' members,
continues each year as
Kirton.
present the case; as seen worth S 150. The increment
S11f!il'c111and Adrian
through
a random
sam11le of Ji1c11l1_1·memhers
and part oi the base salar)' oi members
receiving the
udministra/ors
award.

Each department is expected to nominate persons
who are evaluated to be deserving of an award in rank
order, 1ha1 is, giving the name of the mosl outstanding
person iirsl, the next most outstanding person second,'
and so on. The i ourteen departments
oi the Arts and
of the
Sciences Division and the ten departments
Educational
Studies Division pass these list to the
1 ide of the story.
Aire ma tfrely. there is a possihilit1·
o( appropriate
dean. Each dean then organizes the lists
• • into another rank order list involving all those people
1vriting a feller to our F',_fitor on the ma11cr.
nominated.
When this is done, these two lists are
passed into the Vice President of Academic Affairs
The Outstanding Performance Increment (OPI) is who then interweaves these two lists 10 make one iinal
negotiated between facult)' and administration. The list.
las I OPis were negotiatei in a two-year contract in
1975 and now come up for renewal. Nobody knows al
Aiter this iinal list is compiled, the first 100 people
the present moment what new form the OPI will take
on 1he list are those who wiD receive OPls.
next year, or whether there will be an OPI at all.
Accompanying th.is introduction, is the summary of
The O Pl at RIC is intended to serve as financial
incentive
lo faculty
members.
During
Union several people's views on the issue.

A111-/1or did try lo contact
.,ome other
persons
lllclwfing
1he Dean of Fd11catio11al Studies. h111 these
fl/' rsons 1\'c re 111w,·aila hie vt'c hope tha r these article.,
{'ortra1· the feelings of the fac11lt_1·. We inl'ite persons
with Of>posite or other /Joints of ,·ic,,. to call the
:\nchors
rer1orters.
who 11·i/l he ha11p_1·to gi"c their

Vice President of Academic Arts and Science and the Dean of
Affairs, Dr. Ridgeway Shinn, feels Educational Studies
that if the OPI should be a bonus 4. Each Dean submitted lists to the
system that would have to be Vice President of Academic afnegotiated, but there had never fairs.
been a serious thought about a
one-time contract.

Dr. Shinn, whose role is to make
the final ranking of lists handed to
him from the two deans, outlined
four possible options open to the
system. "The easiest thing when
you cannot deal with something is
to get the rid of it," he says, "but I
hope that is not where we are going
to be 1 " Other options would be to
retain the OPI system in its
present form, to modify the
present form by reducing the
number of persons and increasing
the number of dollars, or finally to
award a one-timP bonus

The Vice President pointed out
how the system of awarding OPI's
work. He said that it fell into four
steps.
1. Each department d'etermined
who was outstanrung within it.
2. The department recommended a
list of persons in priority order.
3. The lists were sent to the Dean of

He said that under the last
agreement there were 100 persons
to whom the OPI could go. The
college had been fairly arbritary in
awarding tw(}-thirds of the OPI to
Arts & Science and one - third to
Educational Studies.

Dr. Shinn said that there were
certain broad guidelines for the
awarding of the OPI which were
teaching
effectiveness
and
professional competence. He listed
as difficult problems in the system
the difficulty
of "developing
criteria that would be satisfactory
to all the diverse areas in the
college."
The Vice President noted that
the overall quality of the faculty at
RIC was very high, and felt that
there should be some tangible
recognition other than a letter for
performance. He said that the OPI
award has stimulated a number of
faculty members to make an effort
to have themselves recognized.

OP/ System Abused?
PROFESSOR

PETER

MARKS

of the Department of Economic
Management said that he felt the
criteria
for nomination
and
selection was too arbitrary. He
said that people in various
departments cannot realistically
judge themselves. He questioned
whether one-third of the RIC
faculty is really outstanding, and
suggested that the distribution of
increments to one-third of the
faculty splits the entire faculty into
two categories, average and below
average.
Professor Marks went on to say
the OPI system was not doing what
it was intended to do when it was
set up. He pointed out that his
department's intent in refusing to
take part in the process was to
bring the problem to a head so that
it would be dealt with openly and
effectively. He said he hoped
something would be done to make
the recognition
process more
meaningful
and credible.
Mr.
Marks pointed out that the OPI
doesn't necessarily reflect an outstanding performance. He was
emphatic in stating that the system
was no incentive for anybOdy to be
truly outstanding.

way of deciding who should get
them." He indicated that he feit
there was a problem with the
criteria for selection of recipients,
stating that some faculty members
at RIC have more opportunity to be
outstanding
than others.
He
mentioned
that the load ( 12
credits) each prof must carry is a
burden that limits the time he can
devote to other activities such as
research and writing and community service. (These sentiments
were echoed by one or two other
profs during this investigation.)

Mr. Davis also stated that senior
and male faculty members are
more likely to receive an OPI than
are younger,
untenured,
and
female profs. He went on to say
that department chairmen stand to
benefit by the process in it present
form. He said that what is
basically being measured by the
process is qualitative differences
between faculty members. The
criteria
for
ranking
one's
colleagues are so arbitrary that the
system
ultimately
causes
divisiveness
within
various
departments.

Dr. Davis said there are three
basic methods of selection the
departments can use. These are:
the department
( chairman
or
committee, or both) can try to
select the "best", or the "most
outstanrung" in the department;
the selector can choose to give an
OPI to everybody in the department over a period of two or three
years by rotating name order on
nomination lists; or the selector
can simply draw names from a hat
by random. Professor Davis said
PROFESSOR JOSEPH DAVIS there is no clear cut criteria, and
of the Department of Economics- there is no effective way of adManagement stated that there was ministering the OPI.
unanimous agreement within his
department that something should
be done about the OPI system. He
said that he personally feels the
Professor Davis stated that the
OPI should be abolished completely. He said he :Vas in money used for OPis should come
disagreement
more with the from a source other than the
principle rather than the ad- general salary fund. He made the
ministration of the OPI. Mr. Davis point that the arbitrary nature of
said that there is "no equitable the OPI is not good since the OPI is

Professor Marks suggested that
proce:,:;
for
an
alternate
recognition be implemented. He
mentioned that at other colleges he
was familiar with, four or five
people were selected as outstanding from the entire faculty,
and were given one year bonuses
amounting to $2,000 or $3,000 apiece. Mr. Marks said that with
that system, people were not being
paid in 1972 for being outstanrung
in 1962.

considered by many to be simply a
part of one's salary. (OPis are taxed just as is regular salary. l He
went on to say the the OPI is not
really any incentive, and that the
term "outstanding performance"
is ambiguous. He said here are
tremendous inconsistencies between department
rules
for
nomination, and administration
guidelines for selection. In closing,
Mr. Davis said, "I personnally
support the elimination of OPls
from the compensation system."

In a December survey of the
faculty by the RIC-AFT Load and
Compensation
advisory
committee, there was a majoritv
mandate to eliminate the OPI
system. There were also a sizeable
number of people (42 percent
answering
this
particular
question) who felt the number of
awards should be reduced and the
dollars per award be increased.

would be a problem to set criteria
for departments as different as the
Anthropology - Geography department from the Art department.
ment.

"I would prefer to see some kind
of system that would award OPis
within departments. Maintaining
the idea of a system of monetary
awards for the OPis, I would like to
see each department, given a
specific amount of money, award
Dr. Cousins pointed out that this its own remuneration for the OPI,"
was recommended to the Load and Dr. Epple said.
Compensation Committee, but he
also mentioned that it was only a
recommendation, and it is now up
PROFESSOR
JOHN SAPIN"Another possibility is that
SLEY, also of the Department of to that committee to do with it what departments could be asked to
Economics-Management said that they may.
nominate one or two people for the
no bonuses will correct a poor base
OPl awards. These nominations
salary. He indicated, though, that
would be sent along with suphe felt the principle of merit and
"The idea of the OPI is good in porting documents to a College
incentive was excellent. He said principle, but the system has been committee which would make the
that if the criteria was good, the very much abused," SAYS DR. final
decision,"
Dr.
Epple
OPI was also good, provided,
NELSON WOOD, Chairman of the suggested.
however, that 1) there exists first a Physical Education Department.
sound salary system, 2) the OPI
Dr. Wood, who has been worlGng
Dr. Epple said that the awards
was sufficient _toelicit extra effort, at the College for eight years and
and 3) the criteria be understood,
has had one OPI award felt that should be "one time" awards. He
applied
consistently
and persons in his department were charged that individuals who got a
measurable.
doing their work well. "But what number of them got their salaries
will warrant an OPI award?" he inflated disproportionately to those
asks. If you are working at full who do not.
Mr. Sapinsley said that a more capacity you cannot do any more.
quitable system of OPI awards
DR.
STEPHEN
TEGU,
And if the OPI is to be awarded for
would help prevent stagnation
efforts and contributions over and Associate Professor in Modern
within the faculty and various above the normal classroom
Languages has described
the
departments.
He said student
function then this should be present OPI award system as
reactions
were correlated
to clarified."
"ruscriminatory."
faculty enthusiasm, but he went on
Dr. Tegu, who has not been
awarded an OPI since 1962 feels
to say that OPis were : related to
faculty enthusiasm also, and that a
that some specific criteria should
better OPI set up would be more
be developed for the awarding the
'fhere has been widespread
likely to stimulate faculty mem- dissatisfaction in this department
increment. Dr. Tegu is well known
bers to be outstanding.
about the OPI awards, and there for his work with minorities in
were pressures to boycott the Rhode Island including black and
system in the way that the Portuguese.
DR. DONALD COUSINS is a
The Associate Professor has
department of Economics and
professor
in the Psychology
since that time assisted with the
Department and is also on the RIC- Management has done, says DR. work of National Geographic
GEORGE EPPLE, Chairman of
AFT Load and Compensation
magazine, which published the
Anthropology-Geography
Committee advisory board. He the
article 'New England's "Little
Department.
said that he is personally against
Dr. Epple felt that the problem Portugal" ' in January, 1975, for
the OPI system. He said he feels
his effort both Dr. Tegu and Rhode
that if there was good criteria for did not lie within the College Island College came in for high
selection, then the OPI would be a departments, and has suggested
praise. Dr. Tegu has also had a
good system. He said he felt that that some college-wide criteria and number of honors bestowed on him
whether or not the OPI is written an OPI award committee be by various groups and Rhode
to administer
the
into next year's contract, there established
Island's Department of Education
should be some process whereby system. Dr. Epply was aware that in 1974, and 1975.
outstanrung performances would there would still be problems in
(Continued on Page 2)
that system. He instanced that it
be recognized.
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Fine Arts Series Defended
Perhaps
it
In
complying
with
this of Rhode Island.
requirement this year, we saw the reflects the Student Parliament's
Gus Giordano Jazz Dance Com- decision to ask each student atpany and will host the Alvin Ailey tending an event he has subsidized,
Dance Company No. 2 (the first to pay for admission.
company
performed
for the
Inauguration). A study of the Fine
Regardless of the reason for poor
Arts Series in years past will show student attendance, there is the
that dance performances are in need for a fine arts series of the
proportion to those in theater and quality of the one that has helped
music.
make this college notable for the
past ten years. Performing art will
The Young
Vic did cost always be a deficit item. It is
$10,000.00.
But it must
be common knowledge
that perremembered that it played two forming arts have always been
nights, presenting a drama and a subsidized. There is now, more
comedy. The group is one of the than ever, a financial crisis in the
most prestigious acting companies
arts. One reads of it in every
in the world. It might also be noted newspaper and magazine. For
that URI had tentatively booked example, in the February sixth
this company
for the same
issue, the New York Times, states,
The suggestions of the academic program at approximately thirty"If the new Administration does
departments with the committee four hundred dollars more than the not act within a year (and that is
and with individual students who amount for which our concert
the outside limit) to double, triple,
want specific artists brought to the manager succeeded in negotiating.
or, preferably
quadruple
the
campus have been acted upon. For Also noteworthy is the fact that the pitifully small amount of money
four
thousand
students
had
the
example, Professor
Pellegrino
available to the National Ensuggested the New York Brass opportunity to attend at a cost to dowment for the Arts, we are going
Student
Parliament
of
$1.25
each.
Quintet (rated the world's finest)
to lose performing arts institution
It was brought not only for concert,
after performing arts institution.
but to be involved in a workshop
We are going to become a land
open to RIC students as well as
without music, without theater,
The
fact
that
so
few
students
regional musicians. Similarly, the
with out dance. We are going to
attend
many
of
the
Fine
Arts
Paul Winter Consort gave not only
become a land full of the sound of
Series
events
should
not
be
the
a notable
concert,
but the
I.B.M. computers, cash registers
concern.
The
fact
that
a
recent
musicians
worked
with RIC
and the jangling happiness of TV.
survey
showed
that
only
one-third
students in workshops.
commercials ... ".
of RIC seniors attended any performing arts, or any athletic event,
or any student organized activity
The citizens and legislators of
does not reflect on the quality of
this state do not close the colleges
In the field of dance, na tior:al these events or the need for them.
funding regulations
state, "In Perhaps it reflects the lack of because the largest percentage of
Perhaps
it young people are not interested in
order to provide the community faculty guidance.
attending them. The college offers
the tastes developed
with an in-depth exposure to dance reflects
the sponsor is expected to engage through the media. Perhaps it an opportunity. The Fine Arts
Series offers an opportunity.
the
cultural
and
at least two companies for a reflects
It is hard
to believe that
minimum of one-half week each ... " recreational interests of the people
President Bronga would make a
public statement
saying, "The
Fine Arts Series has not been
meeting the needs of students."
Such a statement would indicate
that she had researched students'
needs, particularly those in the
arts, and that she was qualified to
make a blanket statement backed
by reliable and valid facts. It would
seem more likely that she would
allude to the fact that the tastes of
many students are met through
Founded in 1928
rock groups, popular films and the
The Anchor is located on the third floor of the Student
young artists which the Board of
Union. Our mailing address is:
Governors used to book. Because
of this difference in tastes there
should be a Programming Board,
THE ANCHOR
and there should be a Fine Arts
Rhode Island College
Series.
600 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Provi(\ence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone, 456-8257 or ext. 8257
Frightening to us are remarks
such as, "The Fine Arts Series has
presented a number of financial
problems for the Student Government during this academic year."
Then the article goes on to comAdvertising
is sold at the rate of $2.00 per column inch. A 20 per
ment on the cost of the Young Vic
is allowed campus
organizations.Ads
in "Free
cent discount
and incorrectly states the amount
Classifieds"
are free to all members of the RIC community.
For
of the receipts by several hundred
further information,
consult our advertising
manager.
dollars. It does not research the
facts. The cost of the Young Vic
All editorial decisions fo • The Anchor are made entirely by its
cannot fairly be classified as a
problem for Student Government
student editorial board. No form of censorship will be imposed.
as long as the contract price fits
However. material found unacceptable or unsuitable in their
into the budget approved for the
opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including
Fine Arts Committee.
Letters to the Editor, must include the name and address of the
author Names may be withheld upon request. Views appearing in
The Anchor do not necessarily reflect those of the administration,
faculty or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of The Anchor editorial board.
It would be surprising to find
there exists an organization that
ANCHOR STAFF
does not have budgeting problems.
Marcel Desrosiers
Executive Editor
This is especially
true
of
Charles Arent
Managing Editor
organizations who give "bareGail
Sancho
Advertising-Format
bone" budgets and then have to
Kate Cross
Assistant Editor
meet across-the-board cuts. This is
Pat Nasby
especially true when, through poor
Photo Manager
Steve Sullivan
communications,
they are not
Features
notified early enough or at all of
Marian Avakian
Sports
these cuts. Also, organizations in
Jane Murphy
Copy Editor
creative arts cannot plan perfectly
Barbara Sharkey
Secretary
to meet the line items. How can one
Lyn Ucci
Secretary
budget accurately for a dance that
Production Staff: Paula Ewin, Linda Sipala
1sstill a dream, or a cast for which
Art Consultant: Bob Miner
the play has not yet been written?
Staff Writers: Adrian Kirton, Willie Green, Greg Markley, Ron
There will always have to be some
Taylor, Babbie Wark, Cathy Wilson.
give-and-take. But this is not a
problem that deserves a public
Contributors:
John Kokolski, Donna Sousa, Cathy Polak, Mike
statement that has implications of
Marran
mis-management.

To the Editor:
We were stunned by the article,
"Fine Arts Series Given New
Lease on Life" in the last Anchor.
We are both stunned and alarmed.
Edwin Safford, critic of the
Providence Journal, in his annual
review of the performing arts in
the state has repeatedly credited
the Fine Arts Series of Rhode
Island College, with general excellence,
and he consistently
praises the exceptional artists and
groups it presents. Dr. Willard, Dr.
Shinn, and many of the administrators of the college have
regularly congratulated Billie Ann
Burrill, personally and in writing,
for the quality of the series, year
after year.

...

In colleges and universities that
have as an extensive a Fine Arts
Series as Billie Ann Burrill and
dedicated students have developed
with her guidance, a full-time
concert manager is in charge.
Professor Burrill has served as
concert manager for nine years
with no credit and no compensation. Only this year was the
work recognized in any way by a
token faculty load credit.

She has saved the Student
Parliament
the ten to twenty
percent charged by agents through
writing or re-writing contracts.
She has saved additional thousands
through
careful
edi_ting and
deleting costly items from the fine
print of contracts. She has worked
hand-in-glove
with
the
management
in
Roberts
Auditorium scheduling. With her
background
in managing
performing artists, her study, and her
interest in all performing arts, she
has developed an expertise in this
field. She has an enviable
reputation as a concert manager.

It is impossible to assess the time
Billie Ann Burrill has spent alone
with her students getting feedback, keeping abreast of performances
and
performers,
scheduling,
planning,
coordinating, printing, and the miriad
of chores involved in the actual
presentation of from eight to ten
performing artists and groups. But
the final act of contracting is that
of a bonded faculty member. She is
personally financially responsible.
Yet the Anchor's article closes
with this shocking statement,
"President Bronga has said that
Fine Arts has made a commitment
to a Dance Company to perform
here. Every effort will be made to
meet this commitment, but the
Student Parliament will have to
make the decision of how to
procede on this when it meets
tomorrow night."

performing arts in Rhode Island. It
is our hope that Student Government will continue to maintain the
quality of this series and t_ostate its
appreciation to Ms. Burrill for her
contributions through the series to
the quality of life of this institution.
Fannie Melcer
Rita V. Bicho
John Pellegrino
John Custer
Bj]] Hutchinson
Angelo Rosati

OP! System
Abused?
(Continued from Page

I)

DR. NOEL RICHARDS, Dean of

Arts and Science, has stated in an
interview with the Anchor that the
role he played in the OPI award
system was more subjective than
he could be comfortable with. Dr.
Richards intimated that he was
committed to a system of merit in
some form and a process of peer
evaluation.
Dean Richards is one of two
Deans who colla le the list of
nominations handed in by the
faculty departments and placing
them in some rank order. "This,"
he said, "meant that he had to
make judgements on individuals
across the departments." He said
that he got assistance from personal data and evaluation from the
faculty department.
The Dean had a word of praise
for the Department of Economics
and Management,
for their
willingness to put themselves on a
line in order to correct something
they thought was un.just. He called
a ' moral comweir stance
mitment" and said they deserved
much credit
for that commitment."
Dean Richards felt that the
present system was not the only
way to award faculty members. It
may be more realistic to make
fewer awards,
allocate
more
money for each award,
and
remove the awarded money from
the base salary structure, he said.
A possible change in structure may
also include awards made in
varying categories in teaching,
professional growth and public
service, the Dean suggested.

This statement in the ANCHOR
is misleading because it is our
understanding
that
StudentCommunity
Government
has
reaffirmed
its commitment
to
In answer to a question raised by
honor the Fine Arts Series contracts. Were it not to do so, Billie the Anchor staff, Dr. Richards
replied that it was possible for
Ann Burrill would be personally
faculty
members
to
be
liable.
discriminated
against. He felt,
however, that this was not the
Last year,
Governor
Noel case, and also that department
presented Billie Ann Burrill with faculties had been doing a good
an award for her contribution to job.

Response To Battered
Women Commentary
To the Editor:
I am sorry that Mr. Sullivan
(Feb. 17 -Anchor p. 2) can't see the
value of the recent program
dealing with the problem of battered women.
This is a real problem, experienced
by women on this
campus. We have received much
feedback on this program. Women
have come to the Women's Center
(S.U. 305) where they have
received further help. I feel that it
is important for a feminist service
organization to address itself to
this all-too-common problem.
I can't believe that if Mr.

To the Editor:
I feel the issue of Battered
Women is very relevant to the
student body of R. I. C. or to any
other body of people. I have been
witness to this crime myself and
think there is a definite need to
inform others. The issue is real
and demands our concern as
human beings.
Reginald J. Claypool

Sullivan
had
attended
this
program,
he could have left
wondering why we are concerned
with this serious situation. Perhaps
he would have become a little more
aware of the problem of battered
women.

I also doubt Mr. Sullivan attended the program
featuring
Stephen Lewis of the Prostitutes
Union of Massachusetts. If he had,
his questions would have been
answered.
Joyce Paterson
Student Co-ordinator,
Women's Alliance

Page J
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PAULO BARROS SILVA
Cape Verdean - par excellence
(This Is The Third In A Series On Unusual Students At RIC)
This third-year student at RIC is
tall, lean, • handsome and intellectually hungry The color of
his skin is gold, very much like a
tan acquired in late summer. When
he smiles, which is often, he
reveals a set of perfect teeth. Paulo
Barros Silva is the son of Joao
Santos Silva and Justa Barros
Silva. He was born 21 years ago in
the town of Lem, on the island of
Brava, the southernmost island of
some ten making up the Cape
Verdean archipelago. When he was
two weeks-old, his parents left him
with his grandfather and sailed for
America to seek a better life. Paulo
joined his parent., here eight years
ago. He says that strong family
Cape Verdean,
ties, traditionally
made it possible for his family to
remain close under these difficult
conditions of total separation
modern
chosen
has
Paulo
languages as his career and we
think that he made an excellent
choice because of his love for
achis
and
languages
which are imcomplishments
pressive. His native language is
the Criolo of Brava, which sounds
like Portuguese spoken through
velvet. In addition to the Criolo, he
speaks the standard continental
Portuguese. In Rhode Island he
has acquired an excellent command of Spanish, through his
contacts with Spanish speaking
people and through the classroom.

he has a conIn addition.
versational abilitv in French awl
to
He looks forward
Italian.
becoming a teacher in order to be
able to help Cape Verdean children
in their search for identity, and to
help them learn their native
language. He is the vice-president
of the Lusophile Society and a
member of the Tri-Lingual Society
of RIC.
The Cape Verde Islands were
discovered in 1460. They became
the focal point of world history in
1494when Pope Julius II drew the
line of demarcation in the treaty of
Tordesillas, dividing the entire
world between Spain and Porthe boldest treaty
tugal-probably
in the history of mankind. The
islands are strategically located in
U1eSouth Atlantic about 360 miles
west of Dakar, Senegal. They were
used as mustering points by slave
ships and later used as coaling
stations.
The Cape Verdeans were conand
the most loyal
sidered
arislocra tic of the old Portuguese
colonial empire. They represent a
racesmany
of
mixture
European, African, and Asian. The
Portuguese, like most explorers,
gave the places they discovered
unsuitable names. Although Cape
Verde suggests lush green tropical
meadows. it is nothing like that.
The islands lack rainfall. Long
droughts and periods of famine are

This difficult,
not unknown
spartanic life has produced a
hardy, proud, resourceful people,
who despite their sufferings have
not lost their sense of humor nor
their zest for living They have
developed their own brand of
music, typified by the Morna and
Culadeira, which have a nostalgic,
haunting melody Their hospitality
is overwhelming, even that of Cape
Verdeans living in Rhode Island.
They have a sophisticated cuisine
with exotic dishes. The men are
excellent sailors. They made up a
good part of the whaling crews
operating out of New Bedford in
ti1e old days. Today, we find many
Cape Verdeans in the Merchant
Marines.
Paulo is typical example of the
rich ethnic ore that makes up
Rhode Island, the most multistate in
lingual. multi-cultural
America. For this reason, our
college should be a model for all
matters pertaining lo ethnicity and
foreign languages. People like
Paulo Barros Silva bring to our
college wealths of language skills.
The sun shines 365 days per year
in the Cape Verde Islands. When
Paulo smiles, we feel the warmth
of the Cape Verde Islands and their
people. Boa sorte
remarkable
Paulo 1
Text and photo by Dr. T. Steven
Tegu
Dept. of Modern Languages,
RIC

studying
Paulo Karros Silva, a Cape Verdean Native and a RIC Jr. is
Italian.
modt>rn languages. lie speaks Portuguese, Spanish, French and

Carter's Symbolism : Pros and Cons
by Greg Markley
2nd and 3rd in that survey. Lincoln
and Roosevelt had a deep loyalty to
yet they ruled
their "subjects",
and were treated as if they were
kings. The most popular President,
John Kennedy, was selected, you
can be assured, not because of his
record in office, but because of his
sheer personal charm that is still
fondly_ recalled.

By Greg Markley

'
,

After a month in office, the real
Jimmy Carter is beginning to
emerge. Thus far, he has displayed
a definite desire to rid the
of some of the
Presidency
amenities it has developed over
recent years. His banishment of
limousines for top members of his
Administration and his informal
Fireside Chats are designed to give
him the appearance of a "commoner President."
The President's gestures are
part of a conscientious, determined
effort to solicit public support for
He
his fledgling Administration.
did, after al!, barely escape defeat
in November and even some of his
are not steadfastly
followers
certain that he will or can deliver
on his promises. This elimination
of the luxuries of the Executive
Branch can only serve to bolster
his standing in the popularity polls.
It is therefore a low-risk strategy,
where maxir.,um results (good
will, support from the press and
the public) can be derived from an
absolute minimwn of effort ( on
these changes, he doesn't have to
battle with the Congress or anyone
else).
the response has
Although
this
been favorable,
generally
and other concerned
journalist
certain
people can perceive
deficiencies in Carter's reasoning.
A Gallup poll in February 1976
confirms our belief that Americans
want their President to be commanding and to possess a special
hubris that they are more than
"just ordinary folk". I feel it is
significant that Abraham Lmcoln
and Franklin D. Roosevelt placed

Before assuming the Presidency,
Woodrow Wilson described the
power and the majesty of the office: "His position takes the
imagination of the country. He is
of no conthe representative
stituency, but of the whole people.
If he rightly interprets the national
thought and boldly insist upon it, he
and the country
is irresistable;
never feels the zest for action so
much as when its President is of
calibre".
and
insight
such

President Ford never grasped the
fact, and it contributed to his losing
the Presidency. President Nixon
the powers, and
misinterpreted
ended up using his office in
criminal ways, which resulted in
his forced abdication.
On the other hand, we have
the
Carter, whose demystifying
Presidency borders sometimes on
emasculating the office. He must
remember that he is not a governor
who, like Jerry Brown, gets the
feel of poverty by Ii ving in a ghetto
for a weekend. Neither is he a
Rhode Island Congressman who
with his concommunicates
slltuents Friday Nights over a
hambw·ger and coffee at Haven
Brothers Diner.
He 1s, for all practical purposes,
ti1e supreme leader of the Western
World, and the sooner he acts like,
it the better I fail to see how a
foreign ambassador can respect a
man who has a prime-time radio
show. A President should have
more class. I fail to see how
carrying his own luggage can
make a miner in West Virginia feel
a sense of kinship with the most
man in the United
important
States. A President should have
more dignity. I admire Jimmy for
risking his life by his Inaugural
walk down Pennsylvania Avenue.
out from here on in. he should be
more prudent in seeking "the
common touch", lest he be murdered.
Amid President Carter's bad
"the
in seeking
judgements
common touch", there are several
actions worthy of the highest
praise. I believe his putting the

WHAT DO THESE PEOPLE HA VE IN COMMON?

~~r

White House termostat down to 65
degrees is only fair to the rest of us
who are doing the same. I commend him for his 'Code of Ethics'
for government employees. In
some areas the restrictions may be
harsh, but the essential thrust of
the idea is excellent. I found his
first Fireside Chat to be eninformative.
and
tertaining
Wearing a sweater, as nwnerous
commentators have said, was not
in good taste for a Chief Executive.
I trust he will abandon that affectation before his next presentation.
All in all. Carter's attempts to
forestall what George Reedy calls
"the lengthening of the shadows

Dear Editor,
-! object to those entertaining the
notion that team sports should be a
Should I be
credited production
given credit for being chosen to
paint the gym floor? How about
being chosen to instruct students in
the Writing Center? Or being a
admitted
for newly
sponsor
students? The answer is emREPLY:

"Through the gift of God in His goodness ....
I became a minister of the Gospel." (Eph. 3: 7)

OFFICE OF VOCATIONS
1 Cathedral Square

Providence, RI 02903

278-4642

You are absolutely correct. If
demanding
are
students
academic credit for extracurricular activity in one area,
ie., team sports, then all
in
are justified
students
following suit.
are for
activities
Extra
personal enjoyment and enrichment; as soon as a letter grade
or transcript credit is applied to
ti1em, the individual enjoyment
will wane. The activities will be
treated as classes, and faculty

that will become the twilight of the
Presidency" are well-meaning. In
his quest to be a "people's
President" he would do well to
remember both Presidents that
preceded him. Nixon went too far
away from being a "common
his was the
man's President";
Ford
Presidency.
Imperial
perhaps was the man with the most
genuine humility to occupy the
Oval Office but did not do enough to
realize the immense potential of
the office.
After a month, we at least know
that President Carter is trying;
and for that even his most adamant
foe should be thankful.

phatically NO.
I play a musical instrument. I
have had practically no formal
instruction. Still, I play. Do you
think it is feasible for the music
dept. to give me 3 credits for
something I do well or not well?
Well?
GM Woodbine

direction will follow, leaving the
student's freedom of action
restricted. One group deserves
no more credit than another, for
is designed for
an "activity"
use of time above and beyond
the classroom. Students are
meant to enjoy and utilize their
extra time to the fullest. If they
shine as student leaders or as
examples, then this should be
their reward, not classroom
credit, and that is part of the
purpose of a college.
K.C.
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Packaging The Army ....
Enlisting The Ad Agency
An advertisement 1s marketed
by Helaine Lasky
(CPSJ--The Army has joined the by the size of the audience it will
ranks of the advertising world in reach. The price increases for each
an effort to attract young enlistees. thousand who hear the comSince the draft officially ended in mercial, a phenomenon known to
1973, all the armed services are the ad business as "cost per
working hard to get recruits with thousand." Glynn says that the
radio spots and television com- cost per thousand is roughly the
to coast.
mercials that promise job op- same from coast
portunities, training, income, a Currently, there are only about a
markets
retirement fund after 20 years and half-do'zen television
reached by Army advertising. The
even travel.
"Packaging is now necessary largest market is the size of St.
and the advantages must be real," Louis and there are two markets on
said one Reserve Officer Training the East Coat, one on the West.
But while the Army is selling its
Corps <ROTC) recruiter at the
University of Minnesota recently. goods, not everyone is buying. In
"The military must compete with fact, one radio station in Denver
civilian labor in the open market turned down an ad for the Army
last year. It was discovered that
for manpower," he added.
And like all competition, there is there was actually a waiting list of
a price to pay. The Army has recruits and that the ad would have
budgeted $16 million a year for the been a waste of money.
last two years to cover the cost of a
"It was the biggest contract in
radio and television campaign
said the radio
aimed at the 12-24 set. At the same our history,"
time, the Marine Corps reportedly salesman.
This year it was different. The
spent $8 million in its annual
search for a "few good men" same radio station decided to
( there was no mention of any accept the commercial contract
the because they were "getting a lot of
to
according
women)
publication Advertising Age. This heat about it." The station charged
was slightly less than what was somewhere between $28-32 for a
one-minute radio spot which ran
spent last year to advertise
once every three to four hours for
"Preparation H"!
The Army makes an appealing eight to ten weeks. But don't let
offer to the student burdened with that price underwhelm any future
soaring college costs. Benefits advertisers as the cost would have
include tax-free allowances for been ten times more in a larger
food, housing and other services city like New York.
coming to $374.40 a month for a
new enlistee. Every pay increase
must be approved by Congress and
although pay has risen in the last
ten years, it is still below that of
civilian labor. To offset these low
pay scales, the tax exemption is
offered. After four months, the pay
increases to $417.50 and an additional housing allowance of $73.80
and daily food allowance of $2.65
are included if the soldier lives offbase.
In order to bring these benefits
before the eyes of the country's
young men and women, the Army
of
has done what hundreds
businesses have done for years.
They have gone to the advertising
agency and mapped out radio and
television commercials leaving no
channel untuned.
The radio market is selected to
reach more students with higher
education. Last year 54 percent of
Army recruits were reported to
have finished high school compared with only 43 percent in 1973.
The television market differs from
radio in that it attempts to reach
the older, or "adult, basically
male" person, according to Tom
Glynn at the N.W. Ayer ad agency
in New York. N.W. Ayer has
handled military advertising for
about 20 years and television is one
of its newest markets. In fact, the
Army's TV campaign is scheduled
for lift-off sometime this month.

From the advertising agency to
the Pentagon, everyone is saying
that it is still too early to determine
whether or not the campaign is
having much effect. But one Army

economy
possible upswinging
which may cause enlistees to look
elsewhere. But keep tuned. All
signs indicate that Uncle Sam still
wants YOU.

recruiter in St. Paul seemed to
think that all the advertising in the
world may not help recruiting
efforts in the wake of federal
budget cuts, higher quotas, and a
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A STAR
IS
REBORN
Streisand and Kris Kristofferson
by Anne Walsh
originally give tender and sincere portrayals
"A _Star Is ~rn",
made in the thirties, and revamped of superstars. Kristofferson, as
for the fifties,_ has been rein- John Norman Howard, once a king
carnated for this generat10n. The of the rock world, whose rapid
new film gives a different ex- descent is aided by a steady diet of
penence for those, hke myself, grass, booze, and cocaine, is better
who have not seen the previous than he's ever been on film. He
versions. The setting has been finnally proves that he can act.
_transpo_sed from Streisand, as Esther Hoffman, a
successfully
Hollywood acting studios, to the new singer on the rise, also surcontemporary music scene. The passes her previous performances.
reason this was done lies mainly Her characterization of Esther is
in the person of Barbra Streisand, that of a truly liberated person.
one of the film's financial backers,
Esther and John Norman meet
executive producer, and its star.
The
marry.
The film is Streisand's vision on and eventually
that arise in this
celluloid. She's been subjected to problems
somewhat
are
much criticism for her 'heavy relationship
hand' in the production of this predictable, but as you watch the
movie, but the criticism is undue. film, you won't even notice. This
Her him (and make no mistake movie is so well made that the
about that, this is her film) is a fine viewer is lifted and carried along
from intimate moment to intimate
one.

Photo by Pat Nasby.

moment, so caught up in the "now"
that there is little occasion to
wonder what will happen next.
I have to admit that prior to
seeing "A Star Is Born" I had some
reservations about paying $3.50 for
a movie that was Jon Peters' First
attempt at producing. But my
Here,
fears were unfounded.
Peters is all-producer. His first
eftort is, in many ways, far
superior to the movies that have
been chw-ned out lately from the
Hollywood film factory. After the
series of 'star-studded' disaster
movies that have plagued the
public for what seems like forever,
it is a relief and a pleasure to see a
movie that is simply concerned
with two people and the lives they
live together and separately.
Earlier versions of the movie
have dealt primarily with the star

conflict of rising and falling and
that certainly has been succe~ful.
But the Streisand-Peters version
goes beyond that and adds a more
Their
dimension.
important
production concentrates much of
its effort on Esther and John
Norman's relationship. Therein
hes the film's greatest moments
There is one particular scene that
I refer to: the fight scene, in which
the love-hate realtionship is explor:ed. It is the moment when all
its
reaches
conflict
their
crescendo, as is universal in
anyone who has ever loved. This
will ~naw at the heart long after
the film has ended.
. The music (and there is a lot of

it) is excellent. The talents of Leon
Russell, Paul Williams, Rupert
Holm_es, Kenny Ascher, Kenny
Loggins, a nd Barbra Streisand

collaborate in the soundtrack. With
Kristofferson
and
Streisand
you can't lose. The
singing,
Showcase Cinema has an excellent
and certainly
sound system
enhances the feeling of "being
there", especially for the concert
scenes.
Go to this movie. It's one of the
few films around that can really
make you feel something. I rarely
react so positively to a film, but
this one rates among the few great
movies that I've ever seen. When
you've used up your last Kleenex,
look around; there's hardly a dry
eye to be found in the vicinity. Of at
least thirty people whom I know
who have seen "A Star Is Born"
only one remained unimpressed.
You 'II love it; and, as Paul
Williams said, "If you can sit
through this movie and not feel or
cry, then you're a cactus."

''THE LADY'S NOT FOR
BURNING''
TO BE STAGED AT RIC
A man so disenchanted with
Leading the cast as Thomas
humanity that he wants to be Mendip are Lou Scenti, a junior,
hanged and a woman who is being and Carol J. Drowne, a senior, who
accused of witchcraft by her neigh- plays Jennet Jourdemayne
bors and the mayor who goes along
Lighting for the show has been
with them to acquire her property
desig_ned by John F. Custer,
are the central characters
in associate professor of theatre.
Christopher Fry's play The Lady's Costumes
are
by
Barbara
Not For
Burning.
All
the Matheson, costume designer. Set
ingredients of a comic play right? designer for the show is George
Well, actually yes. Written in verse Marks, instructor
in technical
the play is a comedy It is set in the theatre.
small English market town of Cool
Clary; the time is the 15th century
The cast for the period piece
which includes some demanding
Rhode Island College's Theatre comic acting consists of: David
Margaret
Benson;
Company will bring Rhode Island Rodriguez;
audiences the play February 23 Kenneth Haupt; Manuel Oliveira;
through 26 in the Roberts Hall Dennis R Mele; Freddie J. Antheatre. Directing the production zevino, Jr.; John T. Jones; and
will be Dr. P. William Hutchinson Larry LoVerde.
professor of theatre and managing
director of theatre at RIC. Hutchinson says he finds working with
the period play an enjoyable chalAlso in the cast are: Babbie
lenge.
Wark; Robin Sullivan; Gail P
Scanlon;
Donna Jeffrey;
and
Christine Healey
Performances of The Lady's Not
As most of us would have it, but
as it doesn't always happen, love For Burning will be held at 8: 15
(and a bit of circumstantial good p.m. every evening in Roberts Hall
Main Theatre on the RIC campus.
fortune) reverse the unpromising
·state of affairs with which the play General admission is $3.00, facultyopens. Thomas
Mendip,
the staff $2.50, and RIC students $1.25.
For reservations call the RIC Box
melancholy
spirit
who would
prefer hanging to enduring the Office at 456-8144.
world as he finds it, is thrown
together by fate with Jennet
Jourdemayne, the supposed witch
who is in danger of being burned.

Despite his determination
to
remain morbid and morose, and to
convince Jennet of the futility of
living, he succumbs to the obvious
natural chemistry.
Instead of
dragging her down he finds that
, ultimately she buoys him up. Of
course it requires much intrigue
and some suspense to resolve the
eros vs. thanatos conflict. With
some complications and subplots
and colorful characters thrown in,
before it's done the story becomes
a rousing lark, and if they don't
exactly seemed destined to live
happily ever after, the star-crossed
pair at least find that surviving is
better than hanging or being
burned.

- Dr. Margaret Mead
- Conference
for Women

in Science.
Yale won a grant from the
National Science Foundation to
present a conference on women in
the sciences. The conference will
take place at Yale University on
Saturday, March 5, and will consist
of two morning sessions, lunch,
and two afternoon sessions, running from around 9:30 until 5:00.
The conference was designed in
response to one section of a N.S.F.
grant program set up for the
purpose of bolstering freshman
and sophomore college women's
interest in the sciences. In keeping
with that purpose, they will focus
on fields which have had fewer
women:
astronomy,
physics,
chemistry,
biological
sciences,
mathematics, statistics, computer
science, engineering, economics,
geology.
In order to make sure that the
students are exposed to some of the
diversity of science, they have set
up the day as follows: panels,
small seminars, luncheon, lab
tours, informal discussions.
We are looking
forward
to
hearing from you. Should you want
further information
concerning
this conference,
contact
the
Women's Center (SU 305), 456-8250.'
by Carolyn Gonzales
Women's Center

1977 Alumni
Awards

r
Jennet Jourdemayne played by Carol Drowne convincesThomas Mendip played by Lou Scenti that there are
some things in life which are better than getting yourself hanged. The scene is from Rhode Island College
Theatre Company's production "The Lady's Not Fo llurning" which will be staged in Roberts Hall Theatre at
IUC, February ~:l through 26. Photo by Gordon E. Rowley

REVIEW: ''EVERYBODY'S DREAM''
(ABOUT HOPE)
By Jane Murphy
"Everybody's
Dream", a new
play produced
by Prism
the
weekend before last, was a
delightful show and an impressive
display of young talent.
Sensitive
direction
by RIC
sophomore Michael Ducharme and
consistently good-in some cases
excellent-performances
gave
interest and vitality to the script by
David Jenness. The twenty-one
year old playwright scored a major
achievement with the play, for
seldom is a work of its kind by so
young an author as skillfully
crafted as this one was.

You are invited to submit to the
,\wards
Committee
your
The play employed techniques
nominations for the 1977 Alumni often associated with the term
Awards. For more information "experimental
theatre''
in its
contact Joyce Avedisian, Awards depiction of the dream of its
Chairman c-o Alumni House Rhode protagonist, Dick Everybody. In
Island College.
the dream, groups of characters
wandered onto the stage (situated
with the audience on two sides of
it) and around the bewildered
Dick, who was frustrated in his
attempt to figure out what was
going on. Dick had no idea who the
people were, why they were acting
so oddly-and
often cruelly-to
each other, and why tin cans were
attached irremovably to his feet.
As Dick Everybody, Freshman
Larry Lo Verde was ingenuous and
convincing; he gained the sympathy of the audience as it witnessed his struggle to understand
and deal with the world in which he
found himself.

The
Wait
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of his soon
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Marie

The audience's point of view,
however, was not that of the
protagonist, for the spectators
witnessed
the influence
and
reactions of an even more interesting and important character.
the Silent Girl. Elizabeth Popiel
beautifully portrayed the strange
mute figure who lurked around the
scenes, but never participated in
them-except at the beginning and
end, when she obviously initiated
and ended Dick's dream. The
Silent Girl otherwise retreated
from. but observed the action of
the play. Ms. Popiel's excellent
performance
,ndicated
the
character's
wide
range
of
emotional reactions to the interplay of human weaknesses and
aspirations.
The play was about hope and the
many human situations which tend
to discourage or deny hope. An
absent-minded, somewhat pathetic
man was abandoned by his impatient wife and then taunted by
two
cruel
( and
thoroughly
believable) young boys; an athlete

double-crossed his buddy in order
to slip away with an equally insensitive
·'babe";
two
philosophers debated the nature of
the universe while putting a cubeshaped golf ball, totally oblivious
to Dick and his attempts to participate in the conversation. These
and other characters took part in
their own portions of action and
dialogue, usually ignoring the
other portions and refusing to
interact
with
the inquiring,
exasperated Dick.

Girl,
whose movements
and
reactions behind them were a play
in itself. The set contributed to the
dream-like effect of the play,
especially when a couple climbed
the ladders to sit on a board which
for them became an automobile.
Dick spoke to them from below,
underneath their imaginary car;
the aura of unreality was reinforced. The play reached a climax
when a fight broke out between two
drunks, and most of the characters
previously seen converged on the
stage to shout with enthusiasm.
Dick tried to stop the fighting and
got beaten up himself by the two
teenage boys. When the drunks
were carried off and everyone else
left, Dick lay bruised and defeated,
yet he refused the offer by the
Solitaire Player of a deck of cards.
As he insisted finally that there
must still be some hope, the now
serene Silent Girl approached and
removed the cans from his feet.
Dick rolled over and went to sleep.

Throughout the play the main
character
asked everyone his
questions,
''what's
going on
here? ... Why am I getting knocked
around? How come nobody talks to
me ... Why does nobody see each
other? .. .ls this a dream?" He was
offered various tentative solutions.
One cynical
character,
the
Solitaire
Player
(Mary
Lou
Chisholm l, told him a story about a
duck whose efforts to protect a
buffalo resulted in his being eaten
up. An old woman played by Lillian
The play was a success on
Engle, swept the floor singing "I'm
an idiot. And I'm not ashamed to several accounts. The quality of
I
the acting was more consistently
admidiot " The now antiquated
good than in many student
view that "words are important''
productions,
and the several
was offered by an old gentleman,
members of the cast were new on
Stephen DeAngelis, who solemnly
lectured to himself;
in sharp the RIC stage. Besides Ms. Popiel,
contrast to this were a pair of the particularly good performers
immature
girls
speaking
in were Stephen DeAngelis, Tomi-Lee
relativistic
terms about friends
Broadbent,
Peter C. Johnson,
who were "incredible ... pure ... en- Larry Loverde, Gail Scanlon, and
Stephen Pennell.
lightened."
Their conversation
eventually revealed that they were
unable to distinguish between spir
itual and sexual experiences. And
Plays constructed as irregularly
a bizarre, but apt note was added as this one was tend to have lapses
when two men passed briefly
in which the audience waits for the
through the stage-a cold, silent next thing to happen. The direction
man in slow, even movements of "Everybody's
Dream"
was
leading a blind man who was consistently tight; the vitality and
calling out "Where are we, Zip? unity of the production
was
What's happening?
striking
Throughout these scenes the
Silent Girl watched aTLxiously for
Dick's reactions. Her relief and joy
was evident as Dick rejected
hopelessness
and cruelty
in
preference of some better answer.
All these pieces of business took
place overlapping-and
even
bumping into-one another, in a
bare playing area framed by a
large jungle gym on either side,
connecting overhead. The ladders
and bars of John Custer's set were
primarily the domain of the Silent

But the brightest spot of the
production was the talent and
promise shown by the author,
Jenness. Everybody's Dream is
undeniably the work of a young
playwright, but a very good one. If
the issues discussed were treated
fairly literally,
they are never
painfully obvious, and the juxtaposition of types of characters to
execute the author's concept was,
at the play's level, masterful. After
enjoying this production, one can
only look forward to what Jenness
will offer the playgoing public in
years to come.
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Sixth Graders Play The Market
You've hard of stock market
The group met together and
whiz kids, of course. Perhaps a selected stocks which they wanted
sixth grade class at Rhode Island
to purchase. After winnowing the
College's Henry Barnard School list down to several which were
has discovered the secret of how within the means of the fledgling
such down-cheeked tycoons are
investment group, they bought
hatched.
shares. Now the class is avidly
During a recent study unit in the following the financial pages every
class of Mr. Ernest Drew of 84 day and charting the progress of
Rosedale Avenue, East Green- the stocks they selected.
wich, R.I., the students used the
daily newspaper as a text. All
sections of the paper were utilized
They have agreed that they will
to teach the various subjects the
sixth graders must master such as sell the shares on June 10 no matter
social studies, language arts, what they are quoted at that time,
a violation of sound investment
math, etc.
practice perhaps, but a realistic
One part of the paper which
aroused a good deal of curiosity
was the financial page. After
teaching the tyro market watchers
how to decipher
the stock
quotations, Drew gave each of his
charges one thousand dollars in
"funny money." For a week the
young investors charted the ups
and downs of the stocks they
selected and teacher Drew acted
as broker. At the conclusion of the
study unit the class totaled the
profits and losses, and Drew got
ready to move on to some other
project.

concession to the school calendar.
Each investor will receive a
percentage of the proceeds equal to
the percentage he or she invested.

Who can say whether some
~uture market mogul has had his
imagmat1on fired by the chance to
take the plunge at age 11. Perhaps
on _Jun_e10 there will be a better
md1cat10n on how the young stock
brokers liked their taste of "high
fmance."

SEX

Information and Ref err al
Service

(S.I.R.S.)

Hours For Your Convenience
However, young appetites, once
whetted, aren't easily sated especially by the ersatz. The
students wanted to try their luck at
the real thing. So, after some
brainstorming and a little digging
into his own pocket, Drew decided
he would help the pupils learn first
hand
about
the investment
process. He and another sixth
grade teacher at the Henry Barnard School, Mrs. Jane Malone of
360 Morris Avenue, Providence,
each put up $100. The students
were allowed to put up either $2 er
$5. Their share added up to $85.

Monday thru Thurs. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Facts -

Referrais

-

Peer Counseling

Discussion
Located

Under Donovan

Drop in or Call 521-7568
Fran Stahlbush,Co-ordinator

Seniors

Resumes

Did you know about
the
CREDENTIAL SERVICE at the
Career Development Center? If
you are within one year of your
graduation date, you may take
advantage of this professional
service.
Your CREDENTIAL FILE will
be maintained
and sent to
prospective
employers
by the
Professional Employment Office
at CDC. To set up this file, you
simply drop by their office on the
ground floor of Craig Lee and
request a packet of materials. You
will need to decide whether you
want your references to be confidential (waiving the right for
review)
or
non-confidential
( having
them available
for
review)

DON'T BE THE LAST ONE to
take advantage of the workshops
offered for anyone wanting to write
a professional
resume or to
develop the skills for a successful
employment
interview.
Every
Wednesday,
a
RESUME
DEVELOPMENT
workshop is
held in 051 Craig Lee between 2:00
and 4: 00. This is the free period and
what better way to start getting
psyched up for that job search
awaiting you? Also held on Wednesday afternoons is a three-part
professional
interviewing
workshop. Video-tape is used for
mock interviews, group critique,
and possible trial practice sessions
with employers are just some of
the aspects of this workshop. More
information is available at the
Included in the packet an~ a Professional Employment Office
personal data form, references of CDC, Craig Lee 050. Sign up now
forms, instructions, information to before it's too late!
help you work out a resume and a
covering
letter,
and a job
notification sheet so that CDC can
help you be aware of actual
openings. If you are looking for
teaching positions, your packet
will include a listing of names and
addresses of Rhode Island and
nearby superintendents, as well as
application procedures as they
vary from district to district.
A one-day conference exploring
More than ever, now's the time
to start your CREDENTIAL FILE potential job-career opportunities
if you are graduating in May. related to the outdoors will be held
Letters of reference or recom- Saturday, March 26, from 10:00 to
mendation take time and you must 3:00 p.m. - (bring your own
be fair and give your reference lunch.) It is sponsored by the
writers the time they need to make Appalachian Mountain Club along
your letter a good one. Start your with staff from the Career Services
file now so that it will be ready and Office at Harvard University.
Intended for college students, the
waiting to be sent when that first
conference will include presenjob-opening is discovered.
tations covering types of outdoor
jobs currently available. Speakers
will include representatives from
the public sector, ( National Park
Service, U. S. Forest Service and
State Parks) the private profit
sector, (logging industry, ski industry,
guide service,
camp
director) and the private non-profit
sector, (A.M.C., Sierra Club, and
the Nature Conservacy.) Sessions
will also cover background
training, resume writing and interviewing skills.

JobsIn The
Outdoors

DOUBLE OPENING Feb. 23.

2 P.M.

February
23March
17
ArtCenter

Costs are :i,2.00 (or $2.50 at the
door as space permits) and conference registration
forms are
available at the Placement Office,
Career Development Center, 050
Craig Lee.

Gallery
Rhode

College

Now a vailatlle at the Career
Development
Center
is
a
newspaper rack with classified
ads. Both the New York Times' and
the Boston Globe's sunday editions
of the classified ads are on the
rack, in addition to the current
copy of The Chronicle of Higher
Education, which lists openings for
faculty, administration, and staff
at colleges and universities. Also
available on a permanent basis is
the Fall Survey of Education and
Career Development printed by
the
replace

_}

lllustration for "Elena Unfaithful"

Check
TheWant
AdsAtCDC

by Gloria Broder

'DaviJltchkawich
'Etchings
ArtCenter

Student
Gallery
R.I.C.

Now available at the Career
Development
Center
is
a
newspaper rack with classified
ads. Both the New York Times· and
the Boston Globe's Sunday editions
of the classified ads are on the
rack, in addition to the current
copy of The Chronicle of Higher
Education, which lists openings for
faculty, administration, and staff
at colleges and universities. Also
available on a permanent basis is
the t 97(i Fall Sw·vey of Education
and Career Development printed
by the New York Times in Nov.,

Student

Exhibit
Printmaking

1976.

r( c-:r1r~YR-.DQ~-'-~
Hair-Do

Dennis De Lumba

Next week: Cassette Tapes on
various career fields and on the
Job Search Process.
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for sale □---------------
wanted
lost

□-------------- ~

& found

□-----------~~

personal □------------

OAM'1US
OlllEfl
What You Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important).

notice □-------------

phone _______________

( wanted

)

Notice: Come to Hearing at State
House on proposals for Electric
Rates decreased with less conWanted: Nice people to rent 5 room sumption. At Health Auditorium
apartment. 10 min. from RIC, wall February 25at3:00 pm. Call Henry
to wall carpeting. Paneled and Shelton at 461-2614, Colition of
papered. $100. a month. Call 272- Consumer Justice for information.
8869.
Notice: To Barbara C. - Don't buy
my friend's car.
Wanted: A wooden file cabinet,
preferably a two drawer job. Notice: Women's Liberation Union
Contact Debbie at ext. 8005 or 942- of RI meeting-Feb. 24, 8:00 Topic
6059.
is "Our Right to Abortion-Where
We Are-Where we are Going"
Wanted:
Babysitting
days,
evenings. Call 331-7358.
Nancy Langral! of the RI Coalition
for Abortion Rights will be present
for discussion. Meeting at Church
of the Redeemer-655 Hope St.,
Providence. Admission is free, all
women are welcome.
FREE CLASSIFIEDS
FORSALE
Notice: Roses, 99 cents each.
For Sale: Guitar-Yamaha FG-160. Hardy Sub-zero Azaleas, 99 cents
Large Body, steel string $100. each, grape vines, 99 cents each,
Excellent condition. Call 949-1485 Peach Trees, 99 cents each and
afternoons an<l evenings. 831-9528 many more. Send for 1977 Spring
in the morning.
Growers Surplus Catalog listing
For Sale: Tape recorder $15.00, Berry
Plants
(strawberries,
Wood stove $85.00 takes full logs, blueberries,
etc.)
Cannas,
whale bone cane $12.00, Maxfield Chrysanthemums,
Baby
Parish original print $25.00.
Evergreens, Ferns, Foliage plants,
For Sale: Discount books use Fruit and Nut Trees, Geraniums,
coupons in local stores. Call 331- Gladiolus, Ground Covers, Ivies,
7358.
Pansies Shade and Flowering
For Sale: Hose & attachments for Trees and Shrubs, Vegetables, and
Supplies.
Send $1.00 ($1.00
GE Cannister Vacuum cleaner.
refundable with first order) for
Call 785-0498after 5 pm.
For Sale: 1966 Volvo 122-S. catalog to : McBride Greenhouses
and Nursery,
Route 2 MurAssorted parts. 568-3309.
freesboro, TN 37310.

( for sale )

APPLICATIONS
FORFINANCIAL
AID

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

Personal: Cindy, a dribbler is
needed. Apply: Men's Locker
room---we will be waiting. Signed:
gg and company.
Personal: Marie ( Alias Paulette).
How was that hot date last
Saturday? We told you "curls"
worked wonders. Signed No. 12 and
No. 31.
Personal: Hey Hey Gamma Ray's
Womens Lib Chairperson. Where
have you been all our lives? In
Buffalo? In Buffalo? Newark?
From the Prez and General
Chairman.

Personal: Red, Happy Birthday,
you're looking good-keep it up.
Have a great day and may your
20th year be as super as the color
RED. Meet you in Florida.
Redheart No. 2,
Personal: Thanks alot to EG 266,
your flashlight and screwdriver
came in handy. And thanks
especially to Judy and Jack. From
Mary and Jim, owners of the green
Pontiac that was stalled in the
student Union Loop.
Personal: I'm on campus
paper is closed. BJ.

when

Personal: Ralph: Mom approves.
So I'll cook if you clean, ok. Love
always Jinx.

( Notice ! )

------ C

Notice: Are you against Abortion
and at the same time supportive of
the natural call in singles to be
sexually active? Singles for Life,
United States Post Office Box 9467,
Providence, RI 02940.
Notice: It's really easy to have a
Tupperware Party and quality for
lovely gifts. Current
hostess
specials-electric
broom
or
broiler-bake oven. Great for a
bridal shower or engagement
party. Call for details. (student
dealer wishing to earn expense
money for school. Call 467-4824.
Notice: Volunteers needed to help
at the Soup Kitchen, 56 Somerset
St. in south Providence. One
worker prepares, serves iuod and
cleans up. Good experience. Any
help is greatly appreciated. Call
Eileen Murphy at 272-0220or 4612614 for information

Old fashion Weber beer blast. February 26, 1977, from 9:00 pm
- 2:00 am in Weber lounge. Admission is $1.50-disc jockey.
Co-ed WET THE TEE SHIRT CONTEST. ALL THE FREE
BEER YOU CAN DRINK.

_

(Personals)

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE

BEER
BLAST
ATWEBER

Applications for Financial Aid must be postmarked
by March
1st. All applications received after this date are put on a 'late
arrival' list and are considered only after those received on
time. Forms for aid are available in the Financial Aid Office,
Career Development Center, 050 Craig Lee.

LOOKING
FGRLOGO
The Sociology-Social
Welfare student representatives
are
sponsoring a logo contest. We would like to create a logo for
Social Welfare which could be used as bumper stickers,
buttons, or decals.We would appreciate your creative ideas in
helping us create an image for the department.
Please place
your ideas in the student representatives
mailbox on the 4th
floor of Craig-Lee by Thursday, March 31st. Debbie Hall-Soc.
Dept.

CARE
TOFENCE
Free period, Wednesday, Feb. 23, (2-4) Fencing for those
interested
in starting
a Fencing
Club. No experience
If you cannot attend and are interested,
please
necessary.
contact Ben Lombardo, No. 210 Walsh Gym or John McNiff,
Weber Hall, suite R. Bring yourself and bring a friend. Walsh
Gym No. 226.

MS.WENIG
TOAPPEAR
ATBROWN
The Jewish Faculty-Student
Association will present Maggie
Wenig, a member of the Women's Minyon at Brown, speaking
on "Judaism and Feminism"
on Wednesday, Feb. 23 at 2:00
P.M. in the Faculty Center Reading Room. All are welcome.
Albert C. Salzberg

Help Wanted

COUPON

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

in
llelp Wanted: Stenographer
Providence. Mon. thru Fri. 8-4:30.
$3.00 an hr. Job No. PT341.
Help Wanted: Test Administrator.
RI area. Must be over 21, able to
travel, having finished student
teaching in sec. ed. $20.00per test.
PT 340.
Help Wanted:
Quality control
person. RI area. Person must be
over 18, having a general interest
in chemistry and good in math.
Mon-Fri. 5-10 pm. PT338.
llelp Wanted: Tutor for special ed.
children. 4 per week-hrs. 2:30 an
hr. PT337.

50¢

OFFANYLARGE
PIZZA
z

Lt)

0 Lt)
Coupon

per Pizza

J:
Q.

I

M
Lt)

M

ADDRESS

EXP.MAR.1, '77

FREE DELIVERY

COUPON
50¢ OFFANYLARGEPIZZI~Lt)
Lt)
~

~

0

1 Coupon

per P,zza

J:
Q.

I

M
Lt)

ADDRESS

OPEN HEARING
TUESDAY, March 1, 1977
1 :00 pm Student Union 310
Topic: Criteria to be used for the allocation
of sapce in the Student Union. Copies of
proposed criteria available

~

UJ~

in SU 316.

_

___

FREE DELIVERY

EXP.MAR.1, '77

DOMINO'S PIZZA

Hot, Fast, Free Delivery

353-5511

o·pen 7 Days
Sun- Thurs - 4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Fri and Sat - 4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

M
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WrestlersEnd Record
BreakingSeason
WRESTLERS END RECORD BREAKING SEASON

Rhode Island College's wrestling team completed a
re<::ord breaking season by winning two of its last
three matches, against stiff opposition. The Anchormen split a dual match in Lowell, Mass. on Feb.
12, defeating the University of Lowell 31-16and losing
to New England power, Southern Connecticut State
40-6. Then, on Feb. 16, they romped 36-11 at the
University of Hartford to finish with a 13-5-0 slate breaking the school record for victories in a season by
one.
Two Anchormen broke the individual record for
victories in a season and both are graduates of
Warwick Vets High School. Freshman Jim Soares
(118) finished at 16-2-0while junior Jeff Condon (150)
compiled an amazing, 16-0--0slate.
Condon might have surpassed Soares if he had
wrestled at Hartford but a knee injury kept him out of
action. "After Brian Lamb went 14-1-0 in his freshman year (1973-74), I never thought anybody would
surpass that record," said RIC coach Rusty Carlsten.
"Obviously Jeff and Jim made a liar out of me. What
makes their accomplishment so outstanding is they
did it against the toughest opposition Rhode Island
College has ever wrestled."
As an example, Soares and Condon were the only
Anchormen who were able to win against Southern
Conne<::ticut Slate, a team that recently defeated
perennial New England champion, Springfield
College. Soares decisioned Pacelli 3,1 while Condon
edged Adams 5-4.
Soares went out in style at Hartford by pinning
Marcasiano in the second period.

The New England championships are on tap for this
weekend (Feb. 24-26) at Southern Connecticut State
and, while RIC does not have the depth to contest for
the team championship, Soares, Condon, (if he's
healthy) and possibly Chris Tribelli, (Cranston) and
Reggie Claypool, (Fort Wayne, Ind.) are strong bets
to win individual honors.
Tribelli, a 126-pound sophomore, won his last two
bouts to finish with an excellent 13-3-0 slate.
Claypool, who has beaten out Lamb in recent weeks
for the starting assignment at 134, has overcome a
host of injuries to finish with a 7-2-1 slate. He blanked
Carroll of Lowell 5-0, lost a tough, 11-7 decision to
Walson of Southern Connecticut and then pinned
Higgins of Hartford in the second period.
Perhaps the key victory for RIC against Lowell,
who always has a good team, came at 190 where
freshman Jim Rooney (East Providence) pinned
VanTour in the third period. Rooney was pinned in
the third period against Southern but his comeback
clinched the RIC victory in the nightcap.
Over the past three seasons, Carlsten and his
wrestlers have compiled an outstanding 37-8-0record
against the better Division II and III teams (and a
few Division I squads) in New England The future
should be just as bright since only three seniors
graduate, Lamb, Rick Bartel, 077) and Tim Clouse
(heavyweight).
The team has a solid nucleus in the light and middle
weights but more strength is needed in the higher
weights to make it a true championship contender.

Goneconte, Lima, and Marcoux display tough defense.

By Wally Rogers
RIC 85, UMass-Boston 82

Sophomore-Chris Tribelli-126 lbs.-an excellent 13-3-0-slate.

Photo by Chas. Arent
Freshman-Jim

Soares-118 lbs.-finished at an amazing 16-2-0 slate.

ANCHORMEN
SPLIT
PAIR
OFCLOSE
ONES

Sal Mainoe's five free throws in
the final three minutes broke an 8080 tie and gave Rhode Island
College an 85-82 victory over
UMass-Boston at home on Feb. 13.
Maione, coming off a 35 point
performance five nights earlier,
had only eight points going into the
crucial final minutes. But the 5-10
senior found room to penetrate and
managed to draw three fouls from
RIC's spread offense.

The Anchormen led most of the
way, including 45-37at the half, but
the Beacons kept pushing and
finally caught RIC with 3: 37 left in
the game on a basket by Larry
Higginbottom. Then Maione took
over.
But the scoring punch that night
belonged to the big men. The two
forwards, .iunior Michael Green (27
pts.) and Captain Dave Marcoux
(20 pts.), combined for 47 points.
while hitting 20 of 28 shots -(Marcoux was 8 for 10).
Junior
center
Carmine
Gone<::onte was perfect on the
night, hitting five of five field goals
and six of six free-throws for 16
points. He also had 12 rebounds,
two assists, and two steals. Green
led all rebounders with 13.

Earlier in the game, with the
Anchormen leading by only 18-16,
freshman Chuck Wilt entered the
game and sparked a 24-11spurt by
hitting his first two shots and
assisting on two others. Wilt is
For the Beacons, Arturo Russell,
from the same Weehawken, N. J.
high school that produced Maione. playing most of the se<::ond half

with four fouls, finished with 29
points 04-24) and led his team with
eight rebounds. Richard Payne
had 16 points as the team dropped
only its third game in twelve
outings.

Central Conn. State 77, RIC 70
Again battling down to the final
minutes of a ballgame, Rhode
Island College fought to a 68-68 tie
with just 2: 19 remaining before
dropping a 77-70de<::isionto Central
Conne<::ticut State College. The
loss, on Feb. 14, was RIC's seventh
in eight road games this year.
The Anchormen led 18-11 at the
start but the Blue Devils fought to a
halftime deficit of 37-35. With a 5554 lead mid-way through the
se<::ond period, Central outscored
RIC, 10-2,and appeared headed for
an easy victory. But Maione led an
Anchorman comeback with five

points during a 12-3run which tied
the game at 68. Central's Jim
Basile then hit on a basket to put
the Blue Devils ahead to stay.
Central's Bob Charbonneau ( 1118) led all scorers with 24 points.
Greg Roberts pulled down 13
rebounds for the Blue Devils.
Green again paced the Anchormen with 21 points and 10
rebounds. Maione added 17 points
and eight assists. Coming off the
bench, junior Mike Lanni played a
strong game by scoring a seasonhigh 11 points and grabbim, eight
rebounds.
After going to print, the Anchormen will have played at New
Haven on the 18th and have two
games remaining. RIC will host
SMU on Tuesday, Feb. 22 and
Quinnipiac on Friday, Feb. 25 to
wind up the season.
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PROFESSIONAL COURTESY
Professional Courtesy
Recently this author happened
upon a copy of Clark University's
school newspaper, "The Scarlet".
As I proceeded to quickly glance
through the weekly, I caught sight
of a sports headline that read,
"Icemen Skate over RIC". My
interest was aroused instantly and
I began to read how the RIC hockey
a disconcerting
club suffered
at the hands of Clark
~feat
skaters (11-1 l As I scanned the
article it explained how the game
played and who
was brilliantly
scored when. The usual "Go, team,
1
go " The article also eluded to the
fact that the game consisted of
many melee's and altercations
throughout.

Then much to mys urprise I read
"only the poor sportmanship of the
RIC players marred the otherwise
evening in which
spectacular
were
Clark records
several
broken. A brawl including players

from both teams enveloped at the
eid of the second penoa when the
players were leaving the ice ... Insp1red by the faculty advisor and
coach, the RIC players ripped
apart the dressing room and the
showers."
College players
Unbelievable'
resortingtohigh school tatics; how
wsh. Granted, losing by a score
ci 11-1 is both discouraging and
but to take the
frustrating
frustration and temper off the ice
and into the dressing room and
is
the accomodations
rape
~testable. RIC sports participants
should be aware that they are a
i:ert of a whole. They not only
represent the RIC sports program,
they a !so represent the entire
college. It is hard to hold our heads
up high when delinquency like this
goes on behind our backs.
of this
The repercussions
atrocity are far reaching. Not only

Is evervone associated with RIC
but
subJect lo embarrasmenl
future associations with RIC are
What college or
jeopardized
university wouJd want to schedule
a RIC • team when they risk
property damage, personal injury
or financial loss.

Let's face it. Hockey is a rough
sport. Violence is an intricate part
of the game, as both a crowd
pleaser and a release of aggression
amongst players. But to leave
showers on and deface locker
rooms is nothing short of asinine.

If the Hockey Club had only
practiced patience and exercised
some wisdom they might have
realized that they play Clark
again later in the
University
season (incidently RIC won 9-5)
and this whole embarrising incident could have been avoided.

Personal Fittness Program
Recreational
.John favlor.
Dirl'ctor at \\'hippie Gymnasium.
has started a 10 week program of
Personal Fitness at the gym. There
are two schedules • for this
program One class meets Tuesday
and Thursday mornings from 9-10
a.m , this class is geared more for
women and there are still plently of
openings available. The other class
which meets Monday and Wednesday from 4-5 p.m., 1sessentially
a co-ed program and there are also
still plenty of openings within that
class.
has been increased
There
awareness of personal fitness,
coupled with a desire for a life
kind of program
maintenance
that would be beneficial for the
individual.
This Personal Fitness program
covers many important aspects of
working toward and maintaining
Topics include:
good health.
Running and how you run, The
itself, Basic
exercise program
principles of improving physical
to
related
Problems
fitness,
Nutrition,
women exercising,
Overweight, Research and the
exercise program. Objectives of
the program are: To develop
optimum cardiovascular function

to delay degenerative changes,
Develop muscular strength and
endurance, Develop flexibility,
from
for relaxation
Provide
i:nysica I anJ mental tens ion, and to
Provide a belter understanding of
physical fitness and health for life.
The Personal Fitness program
and running
walking
utilizes
techniques, along with a variety of
geared
exercises
slimnastic
towards each indi victuals own
potential for self-improvement and
~velopment. There wili be testing
done in the
and evaluation
beginning and at the end of this IO
week program. This gives the
individual an added incentive in
terms of what kind of condition
they are in before undertaking the
i:rogram and then seeing for
themselves, the final results ci the
10 week course.
It is important and must be
stressed that any individual unthis Personal Fitness
~rtaking
i:rogram must plan to stay with it
and give the program a chance to
prove itself. The success of any
be
can only
such program
personal
by
measured
achievement, and the willingness
and desire to strive for optimum
i:nysica I conditioning.

Co-Ed Volleyball Toumament
The Bears, from the Rhode
Intramural
College
Island
Program, traveled to Boston this
rest weekend to play in a 12 team
tournament.
The tournament was hosted at
Boston State College, by the Schlitz
Brewing Company. Teams from
the Boston area converged at the
Boston State College games for an
aJJday event
tournament
Taylor,
John
director, got the event underway at
10:00 a.m. Each team played the
other, one game of eleven points.
This event turned out to be very
exciting for all participants. As the
clay drew to a close, Leicester
Junior College emerged as the
team to beat With the University
and
Hampshire
New
of
Bridgewater State breathing down
Leicester College's neck for the
winning honors, the tournament

Is there a "Doctor"

in the house?

&iffolk University. At9:00 pm RIC
will take on Connecticut College.
The following evening, the two
losers will play a consolation game
at 7:00 pm and at 9:00 pm the
championship game will be held.
The tournament promises to give
the fans a fast, rough, and exciting
brand of hockey in which a playoff
atmosphere should prevail. All of

BOWLING LEAGUE FRI. 3 PM
AT LANG'S LANES
lAnyone Who Is Interested

It was a day of lots of volleyball
and a good time for all The Schlitz
Company gave each participant a
T-shirt and the winning two teams
received a team trophy and individual awards.
Schlitz will be sponsoring a
in the
tournament
basketball
up-coming weeks for New England
colleges. The final game will be in
Boston at the National Intramural
Convention at M.I.T.

SKI WEEKEND
Facts And Figures

photo by Chas. Arent

EYUB
RICHOCKCL
TOURNAMENT
HOST
WILL
The RIC Hockey Club will host
an invitational hockey tournament
to be held on Saturday, February
27 at
~ and Sunday, February
North Providence Arena. There
will be a $1.00 admission charge to
cover the costs of the tournament.
The Tournament will open at
7:00 pm on Saturday with the
University of Rhode Island playing

Junior
ended with Leicester
C-01legewinning first place honors
and the University of New HampState
shire and Bridgewater
playing off their tie for second
place.
The Rhode Island College Bears
had their share of problems, but
had to stay in the bat Ue as a team
that had potential to 'knock off' the
leaders.

There has been a change in plans
concerning the weekend Ski Trip to
Mapple Valley on March 5 and 6.
There are now three (3) great
plans from which to choose. If not
satisfied by one, sign up for
another. The first plan is to ski two
full days at Mapple Valley along
other
each
played
the clubs have
with two days of lessons. This was
previously this season and many the original plan with the cost
developed,
have
intense rivalries
being $35. This is still available but
especially between RIC and URI, there are now two more options.
the
the two teams favored to reach
The second choice is one day at
finals.
Mapple Valley with lessons and
one day at Stratton Mountain
without lessons. This could be for
The conclusion of the tour- those who feel they have advanced
nament will also bring RIC's
season tc, an end. The 1976 - 77
campaign has been one which,
to key
despite many injuries
players and inconsista nt play at
times, has seen many fine inAmong
dividual performances.
these is the play of the first line
comprised of left wing Jerry Cote,
firey right wir,g Jimmy <DOC)
Potenza and center Jeff Ruscetta
aJong with the play of goaltender
Earl We~ter and defensemen Al
Sgam bato and Phil Ciresi have
been outstanding. Senior Ruscetta
and Junior Sgambato, are the
Ruscetta
co-captains.
club's
recently scored his fiftieth career
goal with Sgambato, RIC's quick
and steady defenseman, has been
playing close to forty minutes per
game, an amazing figure'

to a larger area or for those who
would like a change of scenery.
This will cost $40. The third choice
is two full days at Stratton
Mountain without any lessons. The
skiers would
more advanced
probably benefit more from this
deal The cost for this is $43.
AJI three still include transtow meals, all lift
portation,
and lodging and entickets,
tertainment Saturday night. Even
though you may choose a different
plan from your friends, we will still
be riding up on the same bus and
lodging at the same Inn.
Hope to see you there' 1

Men & Women

CANDIDATES FOR
OUTDOOR TRACK

DAY
,
WEDNES
TUESDAY
GYM
UPATWALSH
SIGN
24.
23,
RY
22,
AY,
THURSDFEBRUA
AND
BEINTHELOBBY
HER
WILL
GALLAG
MR.
AND
MR.DWYER
DAY.
TO3:30EACH
12:30
FROM

EGE
D
COLL
E
RHODISLAN
SOFTBALL
WOMEN'S
VARSITY

Contact John Taylor's

? Full time undergraudate women
WHO
College. Experienced or not.

students of Rhode Island

■

Office At Whipple Gym

Corrections
Fencing Picture of
last week. Dorothea Copeck - (not Lisa Presutti)
varsity
Jeffries-Beginner-absent
Loretta
from picture.

Corrections:

Before Fri.

E?noor Walsh Gymnaisum Classroom
WHER2nd
? March 8, 1977 1:00-2:00 p.m. (Free hours)
WHENTuesday,
An important meeting t.o determine practice times
WHY?
beginning March 14, 1977. OUr first game Is Friday, April
I, at home against Barrington.

-;---+rockin' & rollin'

in the Rath-;•

WEDNESDAY
February 23
8=00-12
cover:50¢

REWARDlF CAPTURED:
ONE GOOD SHOW

